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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Community Update – 19-20 March 2020 
 
 
Dear Parents and Guardians 
 
I appreciate that it may feel like you are being overwhelmed with information at the moment, but 
I believe it is important that the School communicates regularly with you to keep you informed 
of our planning and the decisions that are being made. 
 
In the last 24 hours, further cancellations and modifications have been made to the School 
program.  These decisions are difficult to make and we are very mindful of the impact these 
decisions have on not just the students, but also the staff who work with them.  
  
Swim@Barker – reduction to swim program 
 
Yesterday we made the difficult decision to reduce the swimming program at our Aquatics 
Centre and to limit access to external participants from Monday 23 March.  However, we do not 
believe it is in the best interests of our students and swimming community to continue to 
operate our full swimming program.  The Swim@Barker customers were contacted directly 
about this decision yesterday. 
 
Year 10 and 11 Play Cancellations 
 
Today our Year 10 and 11 students were informed that both of these year group plays would 
be cancelled.  Year 11 students were already well underway with rehearsals for their 
performance of ‘The Government Inspector’ and we are obviously disappointed that their efforts 
will not reach fruition. 
 
Cadets 
 
Cadet families were notified this morning and advised that the Ceremonial Parade on 17 May 
and the Dining In Night for Year 12 students and families had been cancelled.  We 
acknowledge the great disappointment that will be felt by our Year 12 Cadets, in particular, and 
the Unit as a whole. The CAS Drill Competition that Barker was hosting this year will be 
postponed to a later date. 
 
The whole School ANZAC Day commemoration service will not take place at the beginning of 
Term 2, however we will still honour our fallen Barker old boys in a smaller modified service. 
 
Darkinjung Barker and Ngarralingayil Barker 
 
Whilst learning continues as usual for our Indigenous campuses, there will be no further inter-
campus connections between these two schools and our Hornsby campus for the foreseeable 
future. 
 
NAPLAN Cancelled 
 
Today the Government announced that this year’s NAPLAN tests due to be held for Years 3, 5, 
7 and 9 in May, are cancelled and will resume again next year. 
 
 



                      
  

  

 
School Remains Open 
 
We are very mindful of the additional stress that many members of our community are 
enduring. At this stage, the School remains operational for teaching and learning and modified 
co-curricular activities. We are doing this in response to the request made by the Chief Health 
Officer and NSW Government. However, we are respectful that some families have chosen to 
keep their children at home. Those who have contacted me have shared very important 
reasons for their decision and the School is supportive of that.  
 
For our Secondary School students who are currently not on campus, they should contact their 
Head of House in the first instance and arrangements will then be made for these students to 
be able to access work. For our Junior School students, the classroom program for the term 
was distributed earlier in the year on the Learning Journey documents and aspects of the 
classroom program are shared via Seesaw and Canvas. We are progressing gradually and 
calmly towards greater online access as we move into another new phase of this difficult 
situation. 
 
The OSH club continues to operate for families. 
 
Term 1 Concludes Friday April 3 
 
Finally, as I indicated in yesterday’s community update, Term 1 will conclude for students in 
Pre-K – Year 11 on Friday April 3. Year 12 students and families were advised yesterday that 
the assessment block for Year 12 will continue into the next week, with the last assessments 
taking place on Wednesday 8 April.  Year 12 students will come and go as required to complete 
those assessments. 
 
It has been a momentous week and I pray that our families remain safe and well. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 

 
Phillip Heath  
Head of Barker College  


